By means of neutron diffraction the structure factors and pair correlation functions of five Cu-Pb alloys, Cu, and Pb in the liquid state have been determined. The nearest neighbour distances have been obtained. The marked effect of small angle scattering with the melt with critical composition (65 at % Cu) is a proof for microsegregation tendency. By comparison with a segregation model for the structure factor the short range order parameter has been derived for melts with 65 and 35 at % Cu, respectively.
Experimental
In the present work pure Cu, pure Pb, and five alloys with different compositions are investigated. For correction of the measured data the Paalmann-Pings method [1] , and for the normalization the Krogh-Moe method [2] were applied to obtain the structure factors. The multiple scattering correction was done corresponding to [3] . The densities were extrapolated from data given in [4] . The compositions, the densities, and the temperatures of the samples are listed in Table 1 . The neutron scattering parameters are listed in Table 2 .
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Steeb, Max-PIanck-Institut für Metallforschung, Institut für Werkstoffwissenschaften, Seestraße 92, D-7000 Stuttgart 1. Figure 1 shows the structure factors according to the definition:
where -j-^ (Q) = coherent scattering intensity per atom, (6 2 ) =ccu'^cu+Cpb'^Pb> c = atomic fraction, b = coherent scattering length (10~1 2 cm).
The concentration dependence of the shape of the main peak of S{Q) shows a double peak structure which is typical for binary alloys with microsegregation tendency, that means preference of like nearest neighbours. On alloying more and more Cu to Pb 0340-4811 I 80 / 1100-1178 $ 01.00/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy. up to 35 al% Cu the main maximum stays at the same position as in pure Pb, whereas the influence of Cu yields first a broadening (10 at% Cu) and then a shoulder (35 at% Cu) on the right hand side of the main peak. From 65 at% Cu up to pure Cu the main peak is at the same position as in pure Cu, whereas the Pb contribution is reflected as a shoulder (65 at% Cu) and a small bump (80 at% Cu), respectively, on the left hand side of the main peak. From this behaviour the conclusion can be drawn that Avithin liquid Cu-Pb alloys there is a strong deviation from statistical distribution of Cu and Pb with tendency to maintain the Cu-Cu correlation and ihe Pb-Pb correlation as in pure Cu and pure Pb, respectively. In the case of statistical distribution of the Cu-and Pb-atoms one would rather expect a gradual shift of the main peak from the Pb side to the Cu side. The position of the main peak Q x is shown in Fig. 4 versus the Cu concentration. Figure 2 shows the diffraction pattern in the low-Q region of an alloy with 65 aX% Cu, that means the composition of the critical point in the phase diagram of the Cu-Pb system [6] . It shows a pronounced small angle scattering effect from which the occurence of concentration fluctuations caused by strong preference of like nearest neighbours within the Cu65Pb35 melt can be concluded. where R = distance from a reference atom, £>0 = mean atomic number density, ()M = maximum Q value up to which S(Q) has been integrated äs 100 nm -1 .
From the position of the main maximum of g{R) the nearest neighbour distance R 1 was obtained and plotted versus the concentration in Figure 4 . Also from this it can be seen that there is no gradual shift from the Pb-to the Cu-side which would correspond to statistical distribution of the Cu-and Pbatoms. Within Pb-rich alloys the nearest neighbour distance is almost given by the corresponding distance in pure Pb, within Cu-rich alloys it is given by the distance in pure Cu, whereas within the 
W = a cpb 6|b +3ccu&£u + (l-a)(6 2 ) = (6 2 ). a is the segregation parameter which is a measure for the degree of microsegregation, that means the deviation from statistical atomic distribution.
For the case a = 1 one obtains totally segregated Pb-and Cu-melts, whereas for the case a = 0 the Pband Cu-atoms would be distributed statistically.
Here the value of a is assumed to be equal for Pb as well as for Cu. Therefore the composition of the statistical part 3 is the same as that of the whole melt. This means that the tendency for microsegregation in Cu-Pb melts is stronger in a melt with critical composition (65 &\% Cu) than in a melt off this composition (35 at% Cu). The corresponding model curves are shown in Fig. 1 In the following it will be shown that the parameter a is identical with the Cowley short range order parameter a c [8] . In the case of Cu-Pb, a c is defined according to Eq. 
As there is no Cu-Pb correlation in the segregated parts 1 and 2, the first two terms of (5) are zero. In part 3 the Pb-and the Cu-atoms are distributed statistically, so one can write Z£$» 3 =cc«Z»-t39 (6) where Z>' art3 = average total number of nearest neighbours in part 3.
As the coordination number in molten Cu and in molten Pb are nearly equal, one can set £partt ^ £part2 ^ £part3 ^ £ and obtains with (5) and (6) ZpbCu = (1 -a) -ccu'Z.
Comparison of (7) with (4) shows that the segregation parameter a introduced in the present study has the same meaning as the Cowley short range order parameter a c for the case of preference of like nearest neighbours.
